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Peter Bircham
1930 - 2013
Peter Bircham was one of the original
volunteers when NFDS was founded in
2000, and as a retired engineer he
soon became the maintenance man of
the group. Then in Oct 2001 when the
steering committee stood down and
handed the running of the group over
to the members, Eric took over as Chairman, Peter became a member committee together with the other 4 volunteers and 2 sailors which was the entire
membership of NFDS at the time.
Peter, a-non sailor, soon learnt to sail and as the maintenance man and only
member with a tow ball on his car he became a key volunteer. He could be
relied upon to attend every session and every fundraising/publicity event, plus
he devised a number of games for these events. Being the closest member to
the lake he was the first port of call if a NFDS member was needed at the lake,
plus his home became the NFDS store, (the role Rory took on between Peter
and the new shed).
Peter was a quiet non-assuming gent; if he agreed to do something you could
rest assured it would be done. Peter was not only a volunteer with NFDS: he
used to research and organise weekly walks for the local Ramblers Society and
was a voluntary driver with Community First, where again he was known as
Peter the reliable. He drove a minibus every Monday for a group called The
Dibden Monday Club and also volunteered for the Jubilee Sailing Trust where
he sailed as a buddy and spent several weeks a year working with the JST
maintenance team. He also did a mast climb and a parachute jump for the JST
funds. Peter received a number of awards for his activities.
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Peter Bircham continued
As NFDS grew, and in Peter’s words “far more experienced people”
joined the group, he stood down from the committee but remained
one of the maintenance team and towmaster. A few years ago he
had a couple of health scares and he started to slow down but carried on being involved with NFDS. Sadly he passed away on 1st May,
just fifteen day short of his 83rd birthday.

Peter showing Eric his awards

We have just been advised by Peter’s grand-daughter, Sarah, who is
dealing with Peter’s estate, that he left NFDS a legacy of £2,000. This
confirms the affection which Peter felt for NFDS and, in Sarah’s
words, she “hopes the legacy goes towards making others as happy
as my grandfather was during the time he spent with NFDS”.
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The Shed Team have been busy
With a very willing and able team of our maintenance volunteers,
working on Tuesdays and Fridays, we had all the sailing fleet
cleaned, repaired and serviced before the Christmas break, this
left us with only a few ongoing tasks to start the new year.
Fitting the new floor in Jaffa, Fitting the solar charging panel on
the shed roof (we can even run a tv from it if we want to). Greasing all the road trailers and purchasing a very smart new seat for
Jaffa.
A very big thank you to all the team that helped, also to Tony and
Mags for their efforts on the 2.4s.
From Richard Savill

Dates for April—
Volunteers refresher
training
Volunteer training starts
8th April Training & Rigging
11th April Training & Rigging
& Receptionists training?

14th April 1st Hansa TT Race
at Burghfield, Nr Reading,
Berks.
28th April 2nd Hansa TT Race
at Wealdon Sailability,

Its raining, its pouring, the lake is over
flowing

Inside Story Headline

Chipstead Sailing Club,
Near Sevonoaks. Kent.

Main Sailing starts in May,
Fri 2nd May 1st session
fingers crossed on that one.

E&OE: Sorry I quoted the
wrong name as secretary in
last newsletter.
Denise Speirs is Secretary.
Richard Savill is on Committee
as Vice Bosun

As you can see the water level has never been so high, soon we will be able
to launch from the car park. The pontoon will need some attention to alter
the height of decking.

Stefan Hart is on committee as
Membership Secretary
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This is not new but still
funny.
Can anyone attempt one
on sailing!
I have a Little Sat Nav
I have a little Sat Nav,
it sits there in my car,
A Sat Nav is a driver's friend,
It tells you where you are.
I have a little Sat Nav, I've had it all
my life.
It does more than the normal one,
My Sat Nav is my wife.
It gives me full instructions,
On exactly how to drive,
"It's thirty miles an hour" it says.
"And you're doing thirty five"
It tells me when to stop and start,
And when to use the brake
And tells me that it's never ever,
safe to overtake.
It tells me when a light is red, and
when it goes to green
It seems to know instinctively,
just when to intervene
It lists the vehicles just in front,
it lists those to the rear
And taking this into account,
it specifies my gear
I'm sure no other driver,
has so helpful a device,
For when we leave and lock the
car,
it still gives its advice .

It fills me up with counselling,
each journey's pretty fraught
So why don't I exchange it and
get a quieter sort?
Ah well, you see,
It cleans the house,
Makes sure I'm properly fed
It washes all my shirts and
things,
And - keeps me warm in bed!
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Eric Scobie 1928—2014
I am sorry to have to tell you that
Eric Scoble died on 8th February this
year.
Born in 1928 he was Marina Manager at Cobbs Quay in Poole for
many years. One of the people who
worked for him told me how he and
Eric bought in many a damaged
boat, both pleasure craft and working boats, through terrible weather
to safety at Cobbs Quay where they
would be repaired.
He was also a very active member of
Parkstone Yacht Club where he was
Commodore a couple of times.
He joined NFDS in 2007, sometimes
working with the Friday group and
sometimes Tuesday. Over the last
few years he brought his wife with
him. Sadly, she had dementia and
used to sit in the car. As long as she

knew where he was and could see
him occasionally, she was happy.
She knew that he was doing what he
loved best – sailing!
For his 80th birthday he asked for
donations to us, NFDS, and gave us a
very generous present.
In the spring of last year he told me
that we wouldn’t be seeing much of
him in the future – he had been
diagnosed with cancer and given
three months to live.
He did better than that though, for
in the autumn some friends brought
him to us – in a wheel chair but still
the same cheerful Eric. It was lovely
to see him again, but sad too.
Tom and I went to the funeral to
represent NFDS. We were mentioned a couple of times in his
eulogy. It was a lovely funeral.
Rory

PHILOSOPHY from Spike
Always remember you're unique, just like everyone else.
Never test the depth of the water with both feet.
It's a small world. So you have to use your elbows a lot,
especially when sailing in a 303
No one is listening until you make a mistake.
You can watch any program on TV you like, just don’t change
the channel.
It may be that your sole purpose in life is simply to serve as a
warning to others.
If you tell the truth you don't have to remember anyhing .
It is far more impressive when others discover your good
qualities without your help.
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Have you all seen this version of Beaufort Scale?
The Coarse Sailor’s Guide to Beaufort Scale
Force

Coarse Sailor's Sea Going Version

Landsman's version

0

Boat moves sideways with tide.

Cigarette smoke gets in eyes.

1

Coarse yachtsman hoists sail, then wind
drops.
Tea towels blow off rigging.

Wet finger feels cold.

2
3
4
5
6
7

Coarse boats careen. Difficult to make tea
underway
Gas keeps going out.

Public houses close one window.
Public houses close two windows.
Beer froth blows off.

Coarse sailors get book on sailing from Customers in pub gardens go inside bar.
cabin and look up bit about reefing.
Coarse sailors try to double reef and go
Elderly customers have difficulty in
aground
leaving pub.
Coarse sailor rescued by launch.
Pub door cannot be opened against wind.

8

Aaaaaaah!!

Pub sign blows down.

9

Coarse sailors in pub.

Coarse sailor hit by falling sign

Above force 9 - only of interest on TV.

Race Team
Our Race Team are off to an early start without any previous practice this year.
Their first event is at Burghfield Sailing Club, then Wealdon Sailability, Nr
Sevenoaks in Kent, on 28th April.
This year there are several regions we are within reach of Western and Sourthern
area races. Plus 2 x 2 day events, so a lot of travelling is involved if all races are to
be completed. As we were the 3rd place team last year there are aspirations to
move up the ladder this year.
We wish them all the best in the 2014 season. If anyone has some extra time
available to help at theses events it would be greatly appreciated, expenses paid or
transport is often available with one of the members.
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New Forest & District
Sailability
Was formed in 2001 by
Eric Blyth, to enable all
disabilities to sail, and
enjoy being out in the
open air.
It has grown to have
250 volunteers and
100 sailors

NAUTICAL THINGS TO PONDER by Cpt P W Damisch.
If it's zero degrees outside on watch, and it's supposed to be twice as
cold tomorrow, how cold is it going to be?
Why is it when you transport something by car it’s called shipment,
but when you transport something by ship it's called cargo?
If seafood is cured, why is it still dead?
Tell a sailor that there are 400 billion stars and he'll believe you, tell
him a deck has wet paint and he has to touch it.
How much deeper would the ocean be if sponges didn't grow in it?
Are power-boats used only by weight lifters?
If wood boats are made of wood, and fiberglass boats made of fiberglass, then what are airboats made of?
Sea battles never decide who's right, only who's left!
Do the Australians call the rest of the world, "up over"?

New Forest District Sailability
Ivy Lane,
Blashford,
Ringwood.
BH24 3LY
E-mail: Chairman@
newforestsailability.co.uk

Phone: 01258 454181

New Forest District Sailability
President—Eric Blyth
Chairman—Malcolm Bentley
Treasurer—Rowena Marsh
Sailing Captain—Rory Morrison
Bosun—Spike Spencer
Vice Bosun—Richard Savill
Membership Sec—Stefan Hart
Committee—Andrew Allen
Newsletter Ed—Jenny Monger
Secretary—Denise Speirs
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